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The Trilateral Commission's
rapid end to democracy
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

Below, we excerpt sections of a release issued July 16 by

As we warned earlier, the point at which even the

the National Democratic Policy Committee, written by its

ordinary, poorly informed member of Congress might

advisory board chairman, Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., and

begin to pick up the trail leading to the President's

entitled "Security Nightmare at Ottawa." The document

would-be assassins is a July 5 Sunday New York Times

is LaRouche's latest analytical report on the capabilities

column by James "Scotty" Reston, a man so British

and motives of financially powerful "families, foreign

that even the British find his "Aaron Burr" enthusiasm

based allies of David Rockefeller's Trilateral Commis

embarrassing. Reston echoed an earlier, June 30 piece

sion," to effect President Ronald Reagan's near-term as

by IISS-linked

sassination.

Some excerpts from Dyer's column provide the reader

"In warning against this plot," LaRouche qualified,

Canadian columnist

Gwynne

Dyer.

the flavor of the policy.

"we see in ourselves a frightening resemblance to those who
warned again the consequences of the Hitler regime during

...it came as a mild shock when J. P.Taylor, one

the 1932-38 period-during which London was fully sup

of the leading historians of our age, told me

porting Hitler. We fear that most members of Congress

recently that he believes the only hope of avoiding

and the administration are 'too dumb' to recognize the

a catastrophic world war that would end civiliza

accuracy

tion was for somebody to create a world empire

of

timely

warnings

of

impending

catastrophe...."

[emphasis added].

LaRouche described official Washington as "divided
between

'kooks'

(such

as

David

Stockman)

and

This is heavy stuff, but unfortunately Taylor is
largely right. A world of 150 sovereign states, all

·cowboys.' '' LaRouche's National Democratic Policy

supporting military forces and accepting war as a

Committee, he reported, directs its activity toward the

normal way of settling disputes, is doomed once it

"basic good will and intelligence" of the "cowboy," who is

has access to weapons of mass destruction....So

capable of shedding impassioned delusions in times of

long as there are separate states in the world, the

crisis. But, he concluded: "The problem is not the lack of

eventual collapse of civilization is inevitable.

such goodness and intelligence among our citizens-at

Yet those 150 sovereign states will not volun

least between two-thirds and three-quarters of them. The

tarily abolish themselves. Almost two-thirds of

problem is the danger that that goodness and intelligence

them are new since 1945, and their people are still

may not be awakened on a large scale until it is too late to

entranced by the heady delights of independence

escape from the grip of a new Trilateral Commission Adolf

Even the older countries are still afflicted with the

Hitler."

disease of nationalism; indeed, being also the more
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industrialized countries, they constitute the main
present danger to everyone's survival

[emphasis

added].

power of the United States.
•

The Trilateral Commission is dedicated to genocide

on a scale a hundred times worse than that accomplished

...The old slogan of the 1950s is stilI relevant:
one world, or none.

by Adolf Hitler. George Ball, a leading Trilateraloid

closely linked financially to the fascist P-2 Freemasonic
lodge of Italy, has been a raving genocidalist, especially

This was the formula echoed on July 5 by Reston,

against both Mexico in particular and Latin America in

and, immediately following Reston's column, by several

general, since prior to the 1976 U.S. presidential elec

other key columnists who are prominent official news

tion, as LaRouche emphasized in a November 1, 1976

media mouthpieces for the forces associated with Rock

nationwide NBC-TV address. The Carter administra

efeller's Trilateral Commission.

tion's Global 2000 proposal recommends the death of

David Rockefeller and the Congressional Research

approximately 3 billion persons over the coming 20

Service are both out-and-out liars when they insist that

years, and Kissinger additions to the U.S. State Depart

the Trilateral Commission is not a high-level conspiracy

ment (the Office of PopUlation Affairs, Oceans and

against the United States. Conclusive evidence that the

Technology) and the National Security Council (the Ad

Trilateral Commission is a conspiracy is already provid

Hoc Population Group) are as dedicated to using U.S.

ed by published resolutions and other official statements

government agencies to implement genocidal policies as

of the Trilateral Commission itself. On those grounds

is General Maxwell Taylor of the racist-genocidalist

alone, we are not in the slightest danger of exaggerating

Draper Fund and the Draper·linked Delphi project at

in naming Rockefeller and the Congressional Research

Chase Manhattan Bank.

Service as liars.

•

The Trilateral Commission is linked massively to

The Trilateral Commission is committed to termi

supranational forces also enthusiastic for genocide, terror

nating democratic-republican forms of sovereign govern

ism, and world-federalism. It is linked directly to the

ment (1975 Tokyo resolution, drafted by Samuel P.

forces behind the efforts to assassinate Pope John Paul

•

Huntington, and set into motion by a series of measures

II, President Ronald Reagan, and others. Both Kissinger

enacted under Trilateral Commission puppet-President

and Alexander Haig have been actively linked to the

Jimmy Carter ). These measures include congressional

coordinators

apathy in permitting Executive Orders establishing the

forces-since 1969. Kissinger's and Haig's involvement

of

international

terrorism-these

same

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and

in coordinating international terrorism has been on

the Omnibus Banking Act introduced by Rep. Henry

front pages of the European press, in addition to

Reuss (D-Wis.), giving the Federal Reserve chairman

massive official documentation of the connections by

dictatorial powers over FEMA in case of a national

governmental agencies in Italy. (President Reagan does

emergency.

not know this important fact, because the friends of

•

The Trilateral Commission has been consistently

committed to destroying the sovereignty of the United
States throughout no less than the past five years. The

immediate objective of the Trilateral Commission is to

Haig have successfully duped the White House into
swallowing outright lies on the Propaganda 2 issue.)

The grand scenario

place the monetary, economic and defense policies of

The general operation which motivates the Trilater

the United States under the dictatorship of the Interna

al's accomplices to assassinate President Reagan and

tional Monetary Fund, a policy repeatedly stated by

others centers on the orchestration of a financial col

Anthony Solomon and others during the Carter admin

lapse of the United

istration's systematic wrecking of the U.S.dollar.

Europe. This collapse, being orchestrated through the

States and Western continental

These same world-federalist sche�es against the

IMF, Switzerland and London, has the narrowest objec

United States are outlined in a series of books published

tive of collapsing the values of the U.S. dollar and

•

on behalf of the New York Council on Foreign Relations

continental European currencies to the point that the

by McGraw-Hili Publishing Company: the "1980s Proj

British pound sterling takes over as the sole reserve

ect." These policies were drafted under the direction of

currency for trade and investment throughout the world.

key figures including Carter administration cabinet

It is that lesser aspect of the matter which defines Chase

members Cyrus Vance, Zbigniew Brzezinski, and W.

Manhattan and Paul Volcker as traitors to the United

Michael Blumenthal. These same policies of "controlled

disintegration" of the United

States in the most profound sense of treason.

States economy were

The final touches on additional features of the

publicly embraced by Federal Reserve Chairman Paul

broader plot are to be settled in the context of the

A.Volcker, a former Chase Manhattan Bank executive

marriage of Britain's Prince Charles and Lady Diana,

who performed a leading role in the 1971 and 1979-81

when all forces being- brought into the plot are to be

phases of destruction of the economic and monetary

represented in London, and to be briefed and drawn
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into the final preparatory phases of the operation.
The plan is to combine the collapse of the financial
system of the United

States and most of Western

Europe with other crises, to create a global "crisis
management" scenario on the largest and most cata
strophic scales. This situation of crisis management, to

be aided by urban rioting and terrorist activities, is to
be used as pretext for establishing "emergency-decree"
governments in the United States and every nation of
Western Europe, Britain included. In Britain, Prime

The token figure of reference for this aspect of the
operation is the Austrian pretender, Duke Otto von
Hapsburg of the Pan-European Union and Mont
Pelerin Society. Hapsburg has publicly stated his

hope to become the "Emperor of Europe" under
a system of carved-up European nations modeled
upon the defunct Austro-Hungarian Empire.
•

The system of world federalism so projected

is to be federalist on two levels. First, the world is
to be divided into regions-Europe, North Amer

Minister Thatcher is to depart, and Prince Charles is to

ica, Latin America, the Middle East and Mahgreb,

emerge as a parody of his idol, George III, as de facto

Africa, Asia-each with its own currency-bloc and

dictator of Britain.

administrative arrangements for the region as a

The financial crisis is to be used to subject the

whole. Each of the regions is to be apportioned

States, among other nations so treated, to a

into a network of (chiefly) microstates, each based

dictatorship by decree of the International Monetary

on the limited autonomy of some ethnic or reli

United

Fund. With this blow, the sovereignty of all principal

gious distinction, as outlined for the Middle East

capitalist industrialized nations excepting Japan is to be

in the "Bernard Lewis Plan" adopted by Henry A.

eliminated in substance. The following additional meas

Kissinger and by the Carter administration (the

ures are to be implemented as adjuncts to that interna

policy behind Brzezinski's coordination of both the

tional dictatorship by the IMF.
•

All of the subjugated nations are to be sub

mitted to economic policies modeled upon those
introduced by Nazi Finance Minister Hjalmar
Schacht under the Bruning and Hitler regimes.
(Chancellor Helmut Schmidt has warned publicly

against the plan to establish a Brtining-modeled
dictatorship in Germany.
•

The unemployment problems caused by fi

nancial collapse are to be addressed through la
bor-intensive forced-labor programs modeled on
the precedent of Nazi concentration camp czar
Albert Speer.
•

The governments of the affected nations are

to be transformed by aid of emergency-decree
actions into fascist states modeled on the 1920s
Italy of Benito Mussolini. In general, these fascist

regimes will be governed by Socialist International
prime ministers, such as P-2-linked Haig protege
Bettino Craxi in Italy.
•

The policy of genocide for the Third World

is to be put immediately into full-scale operation,

bringing of Khomeini to power and the taking and
holding of U.S. hostages).

Switzerland and the

British pound sterling are to be the coordinating,
controlling force regulating the policies of and
conflicts among the various regions. This admin
istration is to be mediated through the Interna
tional Monetary Fund and beefed-up institutions
of the United Nations Organization.
•

To remove stubborn and probable obstacles

to this scheme, the plotters allied to the Trilateral
Commission intend to eliminate Pope John Paul II

(to remove Vatican enmity against Carter's Global
2000 genocide proposal), and American-national

ism-linked President Ronald Reagan.The project
ed killing of Reagan has the additional value to
the plotters of creating the conditions for emer
gency-decree government of the United States by
a de facto junta including Haig and Volcker.

All of the financial and economic scenarios for the
listed plot are presently openly proposed by the Trilater
al Commission, leading British spokesmen, and other
relevant parties.

through aid of IMF "conditionalities" policies to

The special features of the present situation, which

promote genocide through famine and epidemic,

makes the threat to the President so immediate is the

and through orchestration of perpetual states of

fact that the Trilateraloids' successful 'pressuring of

regional warfare and insurrections in the regions

President Reagan, to turn himself into a new, ill-fated

targetted by such agencies as Gen. Maxwell Tay

Herbert Hoover, has brought the United States to the

lor's Draper Fund.
•

In Europe, this operation is to be directed to

verge of the greatest financial collapse in our nation's
history. The very impetus of the general financial col

the included purpose of restoring monarchies,

lapse caused by Volcker's October 1979 to July 1981

such as the House of Savoy for Italy. This is the

treasonous monetarist policies, has brought events to

"bait" being held out to representatives of royal

the point at which the plotters must either give up the

and aristocratic pretenders during meetings held

scenario or plunge ahead to immediate implementation

under the auspices of the Charles-Diana wedding.

of the operation.
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